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As you devour this Newsletter,
the ‘Cap Sur El Cap’ team finally finds itself, after three months of travel, at its 

destination: America and its cliffs, the Yosemite Valley. Discover in this 
newsletter the adventures that they have had since they landed on the southern 

tip of Mexico.
Texts filled with jokes, surprising photos, delicious Jean-Elie comics and even a 

crossword puzzle to test your knowledge.
Good reading!



As Samsara approached the Mexican coast… Author: Jean-Elie





And once on earth, there is so much to do...
Maud - What do we do?
Jean - I'll go and have a beer
Baptiste - Can we allow ourselves a little time 
before going to the boat?
Julia - Yeah we're in no rush, we can set a time 
to meet
Loic - Let's say we have 20 minutes before we 
get back to the boat
Julia - Ah, and it would be nice to do some 
shopping
Jean - Ok well, I need to sit down for a beer, I'll 
join you on the boat
Baptiste - I'm in too
Julia - I would drink a beer after the shopping.
Maud - You just do the shopping first
Jean - What do you mean: you?
Loic - I have to go to the Marina to get some 
papers
Julia - Ok well, we're going shopping and 
you're going to the Marina.
Loic - I'm in to drink a beer too
Jean - I just want to sit down for 20 minutes
Maud - We can all go shopping and go to the 
Marina

Julia - Yes and we all drink a beer afterwards!
Baptiste - Why do we have to do everything 
together?
Loic - We can split the group otherwise
Jean - That's it, that's right
Julia - But we can surely find a bar in front of a 
Mercado.
Baptiste - There's a bar right there...
Maud - Otherwise we go to the Marina first.
John - First what? I want to have a beer, that's 
all
Julia - Is there a Mercado at the Marina?
Baptiste - Is this linked?
Loic - Must find a bar and a Mercado next to the 
Marina
Jean - Find what you want, I'm going to the bar 
right there.
Julia - But the Mercado will close if we drink a 
beer first!
Baptiste - Wouldn't the shopping already be 
done if we didn't talk so much?
Maud - No, but we're not going to separate! 
What about group spirit?
Jean - My group spirit is going to have a beer, 
yours I don't know

Text : Clovis - Images : Julia



A road trip like no other…

Bim! “Ouch pothole”
Bam! “And shit another speed bump…”
Pouuuuup! “this truck didn’t go far…”

Flash! “But… Why are they flashing the headlights at all of 
us?! We really don't see anything tonight..."

Click. “Oh oh… The headlights?! They died out?!”

*Silence filled with tension*

Text: Seb - Images : Julia and Maud



Few days ago…

That's it! Here we are!
The ground is hard under our feet, nothing moves. It smells of earth and tacos. We are in Mexico, the southern tip: 
Cancun, Merida, the Yucatan!
The boat is out of the water, and sits proudly on wooden pedestals in a dry port, in the middle of Mexican shipyards!

The team is busy: finding a van, sprucing up Samsara, making sure nothing is going to get damaged during our months 
of absence, training, discovering rock climbing in Yucatan,... .
After just a few days, this presidential To Do List is shot down… Must say, some members of the group whose names 
we will keep silent seem particularly in a hurry to hit the road and the cliffs at the end.
After some research, we fall in love with a van. But not just any! A large motorhome straight out of another time. At 
least twice as old as Soline, it charms us with its space, its layout and its old-school touch. The deal with the owners 
of the van, a very nice Mexican family with whom we spend a Christmas Eve made in Mexico, is quickly settled, not 
without fears and apprehensions…
Nothing or almost nothing separates us from the final objective of this journey, America and its most beautiful bits of 
rock. Barely a few kilometers… Well ok, 5 to 6000 all the same.

Will the beast hold out until Yosemite?



The day of departure from the dry port, as during a departure from a mountain refuge, the excitement is at its 
highest and the alarm clocks are set before dawn.
The first team of proud and motivated drivers, Clovis and Seb, are ready to brave the famous Mexican roads. "Come 
on, let's fire up that engine!" VROOM. “OH YEAH, the road is ours!”. “Um…you guys notice there are no headlights 
there?”.

Damn… After a few hours of electricity lessons for Seb and working in the hood for Bapt, Loic and Clovis, we are 
finally ready to leave this damn port. No more need for headlights you will tell me, we are indeed in the middle of the 
day…

This failed attempt to leave before 
dawn does not seem to have 
demotivated our band of merry 
fellows who swallow the kilometers 
along the Mexican coast and its 
charming landscapes: relays at the 
wheel as they did on Samsara during 
the last two months.

When night falls around 6 p.m., the 
debates begin:

Are we going to drive at night? Some, particularly motivated to touch rock the day after tomorrow, plead for 
caffeinated night shifts. The others, more reasonable, want to stop for the night: driving at night in Mexico is 
apparently not an easy task, holes in the road, absence of markings, speeders, trucks with big headlights, crime, 
corrupt police checkpoint ,...

The debate barely had time to get interesting, when it was abruptly interrupted by an emergency turn from 
Jean-Elie, driving at that time: he no longer had any control over the vehicle and thick white smoke comes out of 
the hood. Everyone then goes out in a panic to push the beast into a safe parking space. Breakdown #2
It seems that our dear motorhome has chosen for us: we will take a break for the night!
Quick diagnosis by our chief mechanics, Loic and Bapt: the secondary belt is no longer functional, which 
prevents the engine from cooling.
We hit the road the next day after several more hours of work and repairs.
Well that should be able to hold a moment… “Hey shit!”. Once again: Noise-smoke-emergency stop at the toll. 
Breakdown #3
The problems follow one another and look alike… Or not! This engine is full of surprises. Each time, the people 
are extremely friendly and help us get back on track.





Breakdown #4 will be particularly nice: 
right next to a fresh pineapple juice 
vendor and a great tree to hangboard.

Breakdown #5 #6 and #7 will go 
smoothly. At midday on the 3rd day of 
driving, our motorhome arrives at the 
foot of the pass which leads to El 
Salto, one of the most major cities of 
Mexico, and the first leg of our earthly 
journey.

It's time to celebrate for our band of pirates: only twenty kilometers uphill left before we can touch the superb rock! 
Plans for the end of the afternoon are going well: some will go for a run or do a headlamp climbing session, others will 
enjoy a good tacos and a good beer. Loic is driving and it's starting to get rather interesting. The road begins to lean, 
the road begins to turn.
We + kroux + hundreds of kilos of gear + food to sustain an entire crew, it's starting to get heavy for an old motorhome 
that has just completed the longest road of its life. The engine roars, the speed drops.
But it fights, turn after turn, to take us ever higher. Loic has a drop of sweat beading on his forehead. And we, we 
shout: “Alllleeeeezzz!!!”



Suddenly, works, the double band becomes only one. Behind us, a line of cars and in front… “Oh no…”. An ambulance, 
all sirens blaring! And it is at this very moment that our dear motorhome chooses to stop. Loic, whose drop of sweat 
has multiplied, turns the key several times in the ignition to restart the engine, in vain.
Let's fight, everyone gets out of the van. SPLASH. Both feet in fresh cement. We push, we scream, we shoot, we film 
(yes everything has been well immortalized). After a good minute of crisis, we somehow manage to push our whale to 
the side and let the ambulance pass. Phew!

Hardly have we recovered from our emotions, when we are informed that the crux is in front of us, that the 
kilometers that follow are much steeper and that it is highly unlikely that we will be able to get there. The debates 
then resume. Some, certainly brave but stupid, are eager to give it a try. The others, more reasonable, want to find 
an alternative solution, leave the van down. No time to debate that the motorhome, reckless, has already left. A turn, 
then another, yet another… The tension is at its peak. Are we going to get there?
Well no, of course! What are you hoping for?!

It was not until the next day, several breakdowns and stops later, that we managed to complete the remaining 
10km, not without the help of a tow truck and Zach, an American climber with his 4x4 truck. Thanks!

We are at our destination. El Salto!

(breakdowns #12 to #127 will be covered in future newsletters)



Souvenir of a stopover in Guadeloupe - Jean-Elie



Pirates, back to climbing!
Text: Soline - Images: Julia et Maud

After these last three months spent watching “reel rock”, “dosages” or any kind 
of salivating climbing videos, the troupe finally puts its hands on the limestone of 

El Salto; very famous site for sport climbing in Mexico.

Liiiimestooone, mmmh, our recovery is as pleasant as a hot shower after a cold 
day sailing.

The feeling of our skin on the rock, the long effort in the long 7th degree routes 
makes us forget the last weeks in the blue and flat landscape.



Like a cigarette that accompanies a good 
beer when we quit smoking, our body finds 
its favorite dance, that only one thing can 
stop… “Ouch my skin, but where did my skin 
go?!? “

While Maud and Loïc survey the different 
sectors and try all the ways they can to 
gain in technique and endurance, Jean-Elie, 
Bapt, Clovis and Soline fall back into their 
old habits: go in search of the line that will 
harvest all their attempts...

Seb, who will only stay here for about ten 
days, will fall into his usual frenzy and send 
most of the sectors, reassured by his good 
feelings and his tight grip.

Thus, shouting the crux of “Murder 
Weapon” before strolling to the belay, 
signing the ascent of his first 8b+ on 
sight! Wow, finally a send to celebrate!

But sport climbing also often 
has its share of failures, like 
Soline who will fail really close to 
send her first 8b.

The route in question: the 
extension of “Dante's Infierno”, 
a classic 8a+ in the sector, 45 
meters of crimps in a perfect 
gray wall.



A long way up in the second pitch, 45 minutes 
of climbing and 70 movements after leaving the 
ground, the joy of success begins to make her 
panic. That's it, it's all done, the anchor is 
right there, the hard part has been passed 
easely.. And sloop, a moment of inattention, 
gravity catches up with her left foot, then her 
whole body goes backwards, accompanied by a 
cry of desolation. After a few insults to herself 
and a belay from Clovis, she gets ready to give 
in another try.
Alas, pumped as never before, her three 
re-starts (trying the start of a route again) 
will not allow her to pass the bottom crux and 
the first draw.

Two days later, the last day of climbing there 
before joining Seb and Julia in Yosemite, 
misfortune struck her again. , At the bottom 
of the route she realizes that the route has 
been completely unequipped. After a downpour 
of lamentations, she was about, in her 
desperation, to give on a tragic try, 18 draws 
on the harness.

Backup plan, let's go for a run on sight and muerte in 
Baptiste's 7c+ project, El Camino del Chino, the classic 
endurance testpiece of the cliff. She falls close to the 
anchor, her forearms sweating with lactic acid. Strategy 
= 0.
A quick grigri to Clovis and off we go for the last chance 
run in Dante's extension, with the L2 draws on the 
harness that the previous climber, unsurprisingly, failed 
to put. 45 minutes later and having miraculously passed 
the L1, she fails on the last move of the route and finds 
herself in the rope, annoyed. Sometimes perseverance is 
not enough… Fortunately, let’s say that it is a good 
workout!

A Mexican who wanted to go on the route offers to go up 
and put on his quickdraws. Phew! Only, 20 minutes later, 
still at the second bolt, it seems obvious that the climber 
is going to take a while.



Text: Clovis - Images: Maud et Julia

Let's put the context: 8 climbers who spend 2 and a half months on a boat, training their fingers on a few 
hangboard, training their skin on a poor piece of granite, and fighting the laziness that the sea throws at us. By its 
roll, by its constant landscape, by these night shifts which deconstruct the rhythm of fatigue that we have known 
until then. In short, here are some who were delighted to climb in the Canary Islands, in Guadeloupe, but 
whose purpose of the trip pushes them to take to the sea again. This constant pressure of speed is explained by 
all these unforeseen events which cause a day to be lost here, there… and the days go by and the journey drags 
on… arriving in Mexico, buying a van, driving back thousands of kilometres, it all takes time. We are no longer 
one day away, and yet we want to do it as quickly as possible. But to do what?

The cliffs of Mexico attract us, but not the time to do everything. So we choose a major crag and we settle down, 
we stay there, we enjoy!!

Finally ! Get up, eat, climb, eat, sleep…. This is what makes a climber happy! No more night shifts, no more 
hours and hours of searching to flush out the truck that will accompany us on this adventure, no more hassle, 
make way for the life of adventurers that we cherish so much! A truck, gear, food and friends, El Salto, here we 
come!

As we have been told, El Salto is one of the best spots in Mexico. We agree to go there and plan to stay there for at 
least a week. For me, the need to park the truck, so as not to move it, is important. Otherwise, I am ready to take 
my things and fend for myself…. But fortunately, we are getting there… many adventures precede this moment, 
but… we have… arrived!!!
Intense relief is the first gift El Salto gives me.



Finally we go to the cliff. The canyon draws a 
magnificent landscape, the shade arrives on the 
routes… yes, it's January and we are waiting for the 
shade to climb… First route, Soline puts the draws 
in a 7a, I wait for my turn… then Seb pass in front of 
"I'm going quickly, don't worry!" "You better do so, 
because I am hungry for climbing there!
Well he is also the second pitch, 8a, and I have to 
hurry to put on my shoes, it's up to me. Wow it's 
shaking! Ouuuuh the sensations are approximate 
and the lactic acid rises in the forearms… arrived at 
the anchor, a slight look for the second pitch, but 
let’s be reasonable…
As the days go by, I go on harder and harder routes, 
but all just as beautiful! I have rarely seen a cliff with 
such a density of pretty routes. Elegant movements, 
magnificent catches, lines of 30 meters… and really 
great people! Mexicans, Americans, Canadians,… a 
beautiful atmosphere, good vibes, si claro!

In the evening, we come home, we sit around the 
fire with Ramon, Adam, Valerie and Natalia. 
They are my second gift.
I would have liked to describe them, but I like 
even better to realize that it is not possible. 
Would it make sense to say that one is nice, 
another adorable, another exciting? They are a 
great mix of all this, and these moments on the 
cliff, these discussions, or simply this constant 
good humor, made this passage to El Salto a real 
beautiful moment of this trip.
But the story continues and we have to join Seb, 
Soline and Julia in Yosemite! Despite the lack that 
their absence has created, we will take our time, 
there is so much to see!

From Peñoles to Indian Creek, from Red 
Rock to Hueco Tank, we will have the choice 
for this discovery of climbing in the New 
World.



The Dawnwall does not wait...

To send this route, I need all the time and the best 

possible conditions.

The plan for me, arriving in Mexico, was to watch 

the forecast carefully at Yosemite and jump on the 

first weather window that would come.

As we drove through Mexico, I was constantly 

checking forecast sites and talking with Siebe who 

was already waiting for me there.

A perfect opportunity showed up at the beginning 
of January: cold and dry. Julia (whose objective is 
to document in images the work process of the 
route) and I then left the group temporarily to 
embark on the Dawnwall adventure! To be 
continued…

Text : Seb - Images: Julia



Here is a little taste in 
pictures of the adventure!

Since then, Soline, eager 
to climb Yosemite, has 
joined us.

The rest of the group 
takes time to visit the 
many major sites on the 
way.

All will probably come 
together soon in Yosemite 
Valley.



Transatlantic crossword: to your neurons!
Here, by way of cerebral gymnastics, and to test your knowledge of our adventure and our 
previous newsletters, a little crossword puzzle. By finding these 8 words, will you find the 
KEYWORD of this newsletter?

1) We use it both for climbing (safety) and for sailing (stretch the sails). In climbing, better being “….”
2) it makes us stick to the holds and determines our speed.
3) In Buddhism, it is spoken of as the cycle of successive rebirths which concerns only unenlightened beings. 
We are getting to know him well.
4) On board, they are two without a bedroom and sleep in the common areas. One is vegan, and he is not.
5) For months we tried to get one. The V is multiplied by 2.
6) We landed there in the midst of revolts.
7) In weak downwind conditions, we have to hoist it
8) The smallest of our two sailing captains
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